
Edward Gorey

Phantasmagorey, 1974
Pen and ink with collage on paper

Collection of Clifford Ross

Phantasmagorey is a play on the term 
“phantasmagoria” which means: “a constantly 
shifting, complex succession of things seen or 
imagined.” Like a phantasmagoria, this series 
of six images reveals dreamlike glimpses into 
Gorey’s imagination. Each vignette shows a 
common motif in Gorey’s work, including a 
ghostly femme fatale, a cat sitting atop a stack 
of books, and a fur-coated self-portrait. 

This drawing was made for an exhibition of 
the same name, held at the Sterling Memorial 
Library, Yale University, in 1974. An art student 
named Clifford Ross, now a contemporary 
artist in his own right, curated the first survey 
of Gorey’s work for his senior thesis. 
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Harry Benson 
Scottish, born 1929

Edward Gorey in His New York 
City Apartment with Cat, 1978
Gelatin silver print

Collection of the artist 

Benson’s photographic portrait offers 
a glimpse into Gorey’s apartment in 
Manhattan’s Murray Hill neighborhood, 
where he lived from 1953 to 1983. Gorey 
displayed his collection of fine art—including 
a print by Edvard Munch and drawings by 
Balthus—next to found objects that he treated 
as works of art, such as a weathered crucifix 
and a needlepoint of a skull. Out and about in 
the city, he took in movies, theater, dance, and 
art exhibitions. At home, he retreated to his 
creative sanctuary filled with obscure books, 
fine art, and his beloved cats.



Edvard Munch
Norwegian, 1863–1944

The Woman and the Bear, 
1908–9
Lithograph on wove paper mounted on wove paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.61

Munch created this image to illustrate his 
mythical story Alpha and Omega. In the 
story, the male Alpha and female Omega are 
the first humans who arrive to a paradise-
like island populated only by animals. The 
lovers’ relationship falls apart when Omega 
succumbs to her desires and is seduced by a 
bear, seen here. In a fit of jealous rage, Alpha 
murders Omega. Without the corresponding 
text to narrate the image, this erotic pairing 
appears strange. Munch’s use of animals 
as human-like characters, as well as the 
dramatic tension of this scene, may have 
resonated with Gorey.



Balthus 
(Balthasar Klossowski de Rola)
French, 1908–2001

Spahi, 1930–31
Pen and ink on paper

Étude de Personnages 
(Figure Studies), 1954
Graphite on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.21, 20

Gorey admired the “beauty” and “strangeness” 
of Balthus’s compositions, and he purchased 
three “minor but good” sketches in 1963. 

The Balthus works are among the few figural 
drawings Gorey collected. Yet they are 
comparatively different in mood and style. 
Spahi is based on the artist’s experiences in the 
military in Morocco, as part of the Seventh Spahi 
Regiment. He honed his artistic skills sketching 
his fellow soldiers in training and in the barracks. 

In comparison, the pencil sketch of figure 
studies is more dreamlike. The bodies fade 
into the blank page, suggesting an apparition. 
Balthus’s strange, dreamlike compositions were 
often associated with Surrealism.
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Pierre Bonnard
French, 1867–1947

Interior, c. 1927
Charcoal and graphite on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.28

Édouard Vuillard 
French, 1868–1940

Interior, c. 1890
Graphite on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.72

Windows can serve as portals to an unseen 
world. Gorey owned a pair of drawings 
with prominent windows made by Pierre 
Bonnard and Édouard Vuillard. Bonnard 
and Vuillard were core members of Les Nabis, 
a group of avant-garde artists centered in 
Paris. These artists sketched and painted 
interior spaces as places of deeper meaning 
and psychological significance.



Edward Gorey

“Without his clippings, 
Jasper now wrote long 
letters to Ortenzia, which 
went unanswered.” 
Drawing for The Blue Aspic, 1968

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey often creates tight interior settings 
to heighten the drama and emotional 
entrapment of his characters. In Gorey’s 
book The Blue Aspic, Jasper Ankle develops an 
obsession with Ortenzia Caviglia, an opera 
singer. The story follows his behavior as it 
escalates from fan to stalker. Over time, he 
confesses his feelings to Ortenzia through 
fan letters before ultimately turning to more 
disturbing tactics. In Gorey’s illustrations, 
Jasper’s dark and elaborately decorated 
home threatens to engulf him; his patterned 
clothing blends into the cross-hatched wall, 
floor, tiles, and furniture. The depth of the 
scene is shallow, similar to Vuillard’s Interior, 
on display nearby. 



Edward Gorey

“Jasper got pneumonia, and 
was dismissed from his job.”
Drawing for The Blue Aspic, 1968

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey

“Caviglia was painted by 
Sergissopov as Mae in 
‘The Dubious Errand’.” 
Drawing for The Blue Aspic, 1968

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey’s interiors show a mastery of pen-
and-ink techniques. He combined hatching 
(lines), cross-hatching (intersecting lines), 
and solid black shapes to create a profusion 
of pattern and texture. This scene from The 
Blue Aspic features a variety of fabrics and 
textiles, including the carpet, curtains, and 
distinctive clothing of each character. 



Bill Traylor
American, 1854–1949

Camel, c. 1945
Graphite on cardboard

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.68

Traylor was born into slavery and worked on a 
cotton plantation in rural Alabama. When he 
moved to the segregated city of Montgomery, 
at the age of eighty-four, he taught himself 
to draw. Taylor relied upon found materials 
and referenced images from magazines. 
He frequently reused materials. Camel, for 
instance, features a sketch on the opposite 
side (see below). 

Gorey collected numerous examples of folk art 
made by artists who had little formal training 
or, like Traylor, were entirely self-taught. 

Traylor’s line work 
is simple, but like 
Gorey’s expressive 
illustrations, it is full 
of imagination.

Bill Traylor, Horse, c. 1945. 
Graphite on cardboard. Bequest of 
Edward Gorey, 2001.13.68 (verso)



Edward Gorey

“It eats umbrellas, gunny sacks, / 
Brass doorknobs, mud, and 
carpet tacks.”

“How uninviting are its claws! / 
How even more so are its jaws!”
Drawings for The Wuggly Ump, 1963

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey’s stories often include invented or 
imagined creatures. These fantastic creatures 
have strange physical characteristics, such as 
elongated arms and legs or silly names, and can 
be naughty or nice. The Wuggly Ump, pictured 
here, has an appetite for hardware, household 
items, and small children. With its strangely-
proportioned body, the creature bears some 
resemblance to the folk drawing by Bill Traylor, 
displayed nearby, of a camel.



Eugène Atget
French, 1856–1927
Printed by Berenice Abbott 
(American, 1898–1991)

Saint-Cloud, Hêtre, 1921 
(original) 

Parc de Rambouillet, c. 1898 
(original)

La Bièvre, c. 1900 (original)
Gelatin silver prints

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.10, 15, 16

Gorey collected more works by Eugène Atget 
than any other artist. Atget created thousands 
of images—typically in the quiet of the early 
morning—of streets and parks in Paris. Gorey 
described Atget’s photographs as having a 

“haunting” quality. These unpopulated scenes 
appear poetic yet ominous, making them 
fitting backdrops to Gorey’s doom-laden tales.



Eugène Atget
French, 1856–1927
Printed by Berenice Abbott 
(American, 1898–1991)

Ombelles, before 1900 
(original)
Gelatin silver print

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.11

Atget’s floral images have a kinship with the 
plant life lurking in Gorey’s worlds. The 
flowers in Ombelles resemble giant hogweed, a 
highly toxic plant whose sap can burn the skin 
and eyes. This recalls the menacing foliage in 
Gorey’s The Evil Garden and in his parody of 
Tarot cards, where the picture of “The Plant” 
foreshadowed impetigo—a contagious skin 
infection—and writhing sickness. 

Edward Gorey, “The Plant” from The 
Fantod Pack, 1995. The Edward Gorey 
Charitable Trust.



Eugène Atget
French, 1856–1927
Printed by Berenice Abbott 
(American, 1898–1991)

Naturaliste, rue de l’École de 
Médecine, 1926–27 (original)
Gelatin silver print

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.12

The bizarre display of skeletons, skulls, and 
other specimens in this Paris curiosity shop 
captured Atget’s attention on multiple 
occasions. Fellow photographer Berenice 
Abbott, who helped introduce Atget’s 
photographs to an American audience, 
described this effect as “the shock of realism 
unadorned.” Atget’s appreciation of the 
unexpected was akin to Gorey’s taste for 
writing stories about curious or enchanted 
objects.



Eugène Atget
French, 1856–1927
Printed by Berenice Abbott 
(American, 1898–1991)

[Passageway]

[View of Theatres]

[An Alley in Paris]
Gelatin silver prints

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.17, 18, 14

Mood or atmosphere is one of the strongest 
affinities between Atget’s work and Gorey’s 
illustrations. There is a palpable tension in 
Atget’s unpeopled scenes. There are traces of an 
event having just happened or the premonition 
that something is about to happen. Gorey’s 
spare, strange drawings find an echo in Atget’s 
barren, surreal views of Paris.



Eugène Atget
French, 1856–1927
Printed by Berenice Abbott 
(American, 1898–1991)

Fête du Trône, 1926
Gelatin silver print

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.19

Atget photographed the amusements and 
scenery of Parisian festivals or fêtes over the 
course of many years. In his later pictures there 
is what one scholar described as “the hint of 
the apocalyptic.” This view of a mural shows a 
parade of captive animals. The text translates to 

“fire in the jungle” and lends the scene a dark 
overtone reminiscent of Gorey’s unfortunate 
tales. The vintage lettering also resonates with 
Gorey’s hand-lettered text in his stories and 
book covers.



Edward Gorey

Illustrations for the 
front and back covers of 

“The Hapless Child,” 1961
Pen and ink on paper 

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Kevin McDermott 
American, born 1964

Entrance Room, from 
“Elephant House,” 2000

Gelatin silver print

Collection of the artist

In 1979, Gorey bought a nineteenth-century 
sea captain’s house on Cape Cod. Over the 
next twenty years, he filled the rooms with 
accumulations of art, objects, and a vast 
library of twenty-six thousand volumes. After 
Gorey’s passing, the actor-photographer Kevin 
McDermott created a visual record of these 
interior spaces, later published as Elephant 
House: or, The Home of Edward Gorey. The 
photographs not only pay tribute to Gorey, 
but also document how he displayed his 
collections and reveal his obsession with 
physical objects.

Gorey’s collection of sandpaper drawings 
hung above the mantel in his front entrance 
room, lending them singular prominence. 
The gothic settings in these drawings echoed 
Gorey’s own landscapes, populated by turreted 
castles, overgrown manors, or obelisks.



Drawing on Dust

Sandpaper drawings were made on a textured 
paper commonly mistaken for sandpaper 
but in fact covered with marble dust. The 
ornamental quality appealed to amateur 
artists, mostly women, in the mid-nineteenth 
century. Traditionally black and white, the 
compositions were inspired by popular 
imagery, such as historical monuments or 
tourist sites as well as fictional landscapes. 
Artists frequently added their own personal 
flourish or even touches of color.

They dazzle us, but can we trust 
These pictures drawn upon the dust?

—Edward Gorey, The Awdrey-Gore Legacy



Left to right, top to bottom

1.

Unidentified Artist (American)

The Magic Lake, c. 1852
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.2

The Magic Lake was inspired by “The Pilgrim 
of Love,” a poem published in 1852. The 
kneeling figure on the right is Brunhilda, a 
girl consumed by dreams of a mysterious 
king. Here, she encounters a mystical hermit 
in his cave. The moonlit scene inspired many 
versions in this medium.

Gorey’s textless story The Prune People (1983) 
features a strikingly similar illustration of 
figures viewed from behind, standing at the 
mouth of a cave. 

Edward Gorey, 
Illustration in 
The Prune People, 
1983. The Edward 
Gorey Charitable 
Trust.



Left to right, top to bottom

2.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Landscape, c. 1850 
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.3

3.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Mount Joliet, Illinois, c. 1850 
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.6

4.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Church and Graveyard, c. 1850
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.5

5.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Ruins, c. 1850 
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.7



Left to right, top to bottom

6.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Ruins and Obelisk by a Lake, 
c. 1850
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.1

7.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Niagara Falls, c. 1850
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.4

8.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Seascape with Cliff and Ship, 
c. 1850 
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.9

9.

Unidentified Artist (American)
Houses, c. 1850
Chalk or charcoal on marble-dusted paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.8



Harry Benson
Scottish, born 1929

Edward Gorey in His New York 
City Apartment, at His Desk 
with Cats, 1978
Gelatin silver print

Collection of the artist

For nearly thirty years, Gorey lived with 
as many as six cats in a modest Manhattan 
apartment. This personal space offered him 
a chance to retreat from city life and a place 
to work. Brimming with books, art, and 
objects, his apartment was a world unto 
itself. With few walls to distinguish between 
different spaces, Gorey’s work and home 
life overlapped. This photograph shows his 
close physical connection to his beloved cats 
and his intense concentration amidst these 
playful distractions. 



Edward Gorey’s copy of 
T.S. Eliot’s “Old Possum’s Book 
of Practical Cats”
New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1982

First edition

Edward Gorey

Design for back cover of 
T.S. Eliot’s “Old Possum’s Book 
of Practical Cats,” 1982
Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

American writer T.S. Eliot’s book of “practical” 
cats was a whimsical parody of serious books 
about feline personalities and behaviors. Each 
of the twelve poems profiled a different cat 
character with names like Rum Tum Tugger, 
Mungojerrie, Rumpelteazer, Old Deuteronomy, 
and Mr. Mistoffelees.

First published in 1939, the book was reissued with 
Gorey’s playful pen and ink illustrations. Gorey’s 
front and back cover designs portrayed the cats as 
sophisticated and dapper people, wearing fancy 
hats and carrying accessories.



Édouard Manet
French, 1832–1883

Le Chat et Les Fleurs 
(Cat and Flowers), 1869
Etching and aquatint on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.52

Cats were Gorey’s favorite domesticated 
animal and they appear in numerous works of 
art he owned, including this print of a cat on 
a balcony. Manet made this image to illustrate 
a deluxe edition of Les Chats, a popular French 
book. In his view of a cat in a shallow space, 
the viewer is positioned at eye-level, as if to 
suggest, we, too, are of the same species. 

Manet, who lived in France, initially excelled 
as a painter and then took up printmaking in 
the 1860s. As seen here and in many of the 
etchings Gorey collected, the careful parallel 
and crossed-hatched lines echo Gorey’s 
drawing style. 



Eugène Delacroix
French, 1798–1863

Tigre Couché Dans le Désert 
(Tiger Sleeping in the Desert), 
1846
Etching on wove paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.39

Unidentified Artist

Two Cats
Watercolor and pencil on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.49

Delacroix sketched exotic animals during 
his visits to the zoo that was housed 
within the Jardin des Plantes in Paris. His 
paintings of lions and tigers at rest and in 
more combative poses became one of his 
artistic trademarks. One critic claimed that 
Delacroix’s appreciation of animals went 
beyond the surface, and that he understood 
animals as stand-ins for human beings. 

The subject of a tiger resting recalls Gorey’s 
illustrations. His animals often appear peaceful 
or benign, but their presence foreshadows 
something menacing or violent in the story.



Edward Gorey

“Despite this sudden change 
of fate, / She soon began to 
perorate.” 

“The simple creature was aghast / 
At hearing of her cruel past.”
Illustrations for The Tuning Fork, drawn in 1966, 
first separate edition published, 1990

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey’s illustrations are often ambiguous or 
uncertain to heighten the tension in the story. 
In the plot of The Tuning Fork, a girl encounters 

“a monster of alarming size.” The image suggests 
that it might harm her, but as the story unfolds, 
the creature becomes empathetic towards the 
little girl as she recounts her horrible past.



Edward Gorey

“An alligator rose up in front 
of them.” 
Illustration for The Epiplectic Bicycle, 1969 

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

In addition to fantastic creatures, Gorey 
also depicted more realistic-looking 
creatures without alteration such as cats, 
bears, or alligators. Pictured here are Embley 
and Yewbert, brother and sister, as they 
encounter an alligator. Their response to 
this “chance” interaction recalls a childlike 
self-defense: they simply kick the animal 
in the nose. While the alligator appears 
realistic, the human-animal interaction 
borders on the implausible or absurd.
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Edward Gorey

Study for “The Insect God,” 1961
Pen and ink and watercolor on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Many of Gorey’s tales contain moralizing 
messages for the reader. In The Insect God 
(1963), four-year-old Millicent Frastley’s risky 
behavior breaks a rule parents commonly tell 
their children: she takes candy from a stranger 
(an insect). Millicent is then kidnapped and 
delivered to a remote castle, where she is 
sacrificed to an insect god. 

Gorey took attributes from different animals 
to create this insect god, which more closely 
resembles an alien than an earthly creature. 
It has an insect body, but strange wings and a 
bony skull for a head. Many of the artworks 
Gorey collected feature bizarre creatures that 
crossed into a similar science-fiction realm.



Edward Gorey

“It was seemingly deaf to 
whatever they said, / So at 
last they stopped screaming 
and went off to bed.” 
Illustration for The Doubtful Guest, 1957 

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

One of Gorey’s early stories, The Doubtful 
Guest, is about an uninvited penguin-like 
creature that descends upon a family and 
causes disruptions for seventeen years. Its 
origins are never explained.

The Doubtful Guest is entertaining because the 
creature appears familiar and childlike—it is 
small, wears sneakers, ignores adults—but it 
is also imaginative. Gorey’s fantastic creatures 
who behave in unnatural ways add to the 
element of nonsense in his work. 



Edward Gorey

“It wrenched off the horn of 
the new gramophone, / 
And could not be persuaded 
to leave it alone.” 
Illustration for The Doubtful Guest, 1957

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

For seventeen years, the Doubtful Guest 
disrupted family life by ruining meals, 
destroying property, stealing, and sleep-
walking. Gorey’s distinctive drawings 
enriched this comedic story. In both style 
and subject matter, the family’s clothing 
and the interior décor of the house suggest 
a former era. The ink drawing technique 
resembles nineteenth-century etchings and 
engravings. In place of modern technology, 
the family owns a gramophone or old-
fashioned record player.
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Edward Gorey
A Peculiar Visitor, preliminary 
sketch for “The Doubtful Guest,” 
1955
Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Surrounding the sketches of the furry 
character are early drafts of the book’s 
rhyming text. Some of these ideas and 
phrases appeared in the finished version, 
while others were omitted entirely. 



Left to right:

Edward Gorey

Preliminary cover design 
for “The Visit” later 

“The Doubtful Guest” 
Watercolor and pen and ink on paper

Preliminary cover design 
for “The Visit” crossed out to 
read “The Doubtful Guest” 
Colored offset lithography with some hand-coloring 
on board 

Mockup of the cover for 
“The Doubtful Guest,” c. 1957

Offset lithograph on board

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey

The Doubtful Guest Doll, 
c. 2000
Cotton and leather

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



After Pieter Bruegel I
Flemish, c. 1525–1569
Published by Hieronymus Cock 
(Netherlandish, c. 1510–1570)

Avaritia (Greed), c. 1558, 
printed later
Engraving on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.31

This image was made as part of a series 
representing the Seven Deadly Sins. At the 
center of each illustration is the symbolic 
representation of the sin, in human and animal 
form. The figure of avarice (greed) appears as 
a fashionable woman, gathering coins in her 
lap, and the poisonous toad lurking near her. 
They are surrounded by an underworld where 
sin drives all behavior. This world of anarchy 
is rich with imagination and textural detail 
that may have fueled Gorey’s own repertoire of 
curious creatures and weird happenings.



Odilon Redon
French, 1840–1916

Et que des yeux sans tête 
flottaient comme des 
mollusques (And the eyes 
without heads were floating 
like mollusks), 1896
Lithograph on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.63

Floating eyes, severed heads, and mythic 
creatures were prevalent in Redon’s artwork. 
For this image, Redon was inspired by 
a passage from Gustave Flaubert’s 1874 
version of the Temptation of Saint Anthony, in 
which the saint is plagued by nightmarish 
experiences in his attempt to resist the devil.

Gorey was drawn to Redon’s imaginary worlds 
inhabited by mysterious and mystical symbols. 



Charles Meryon
French, 1821–1868

Le Ministère de la Marine 
(The Admiralty, Paris), 1866
Etching on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.53

Meryon’s prints capture the moodier qualities 
of Paris. In Le Ministère de la Marine (The 
Admiralty, Paris), a government building is 
under attack by a fantastic horde of flying 
horsemen and airborne sea creatures. This 
dystopian occurrence adds a fantastic element 
to another otherwise familiar scene.

Prints, drawings, and photographs in Gorey’s 
collection reveal a deep admiration for French 
artists and views of France, especially Paris. 
Many of the nineteenth-century prints were 
made by Charles Meryon, whose densely 
cross-hatched prints have qualities similar to 
Gorey’s labor-intensive line work. 



Edward Gorey

“A hissing swarm of hairy bugs / 
Has got the baby and its rugs.” 

“The Rev. Mr. Floggle’s cloth / 
Is being nibbled by a moth.”
Illustrations for The Evil Garden, 1966 

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

In The Evil Garden, a group of people innocently 
enter a public garden. Within moments of 
entering, they encounter threats large and 
small: the flowers smell putrid, moths are the 
size of peacocks, and the plants are carnivorous. 
A swarm of flying perpetrators carries off an 
infant and its baby blankets. Many works of art 
Gorey collected have a similarly nightmarish 
quality or strange flying creatures.



Edward Gorey

“Jasper was committed to an 
asylum where no gramophone 
was available to the inmates.” 
Illustration for The Blue Aspic, 1968

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Several of the artists Gorey collected, such 
as Balthus, Charles Burchfield, and Edvard 
Munch, experienced nervous breakdowns and/
or clinical psychological conditions. Gorey was 
an exhaustive researcher and built up a library 
of reference books to enrich his appreciation 
of the artists in his collection. Perhaps the 
personal lives of these artists inspired Gorey’s 
characters as well as their own artworks.  

The theme of madness also extends to the 
characters Gorey invented. Take for example, 
Jasper from The Blue Aspic, whose erratic 
behavior results in his relocation to an asylum.
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Edward Gorey

“The peaches, apples, plums, 
and pears / Are guarded by 
ferocious bears.”
Illustration for The Evil Garden, 1966 

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Alfred Jarry
French, 1873–1907

Ouverture d’Ubu Roi 
(Opening of “Ubu Roi”) 
from the Répertoire des 
Pantins (Puppet Theater), 
1898
Lithograph on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.58

Ubu Roi was a French play about a cruel and power-hungry 
king, King Ubu, performed entirely with puppets. The story 
involved murder, corruption, sexual content, and vulgar 
language. Gorey owned sheet music for three songs from the 
1898 performance. King Ubu, with a round body to represent 
his gluttonous personality, is pictured at the center.

The play’s irreverent tone overturned existing conventions of 
theater and opened the door to a new performance style called 
the Theatre of the Absurd. Ubu Roi is a precursor to Dadaism and 
Surrealism, two avant-garde art movements that Gorey admired.



Alfred Jarry
French, 1873–1907

La Chanson du Décervelage 
(“The Disembraining Song”) 
from “Ubu Roi” from the 
Répertoire des Pantins 
(Puppet Theater), 1898
Lithograph on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.59

Jarry’s infamous play Ubu Roi was a surreal spectacle. The title 
was jibberish; while “Roi” means “king” in French, “Ubu” is a 
made-up word. As the plot unfolds, bizarre events take place, 
such as weekly public lobotomies held in a Paris marketplace. 
This cover was designed for the sheet music to accompany 

“The Disembraining Song.”

Similarly, Gorey’s tales often involved absurd scenarios, with 
terrible events masked by comedy.
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Edward Gorey

Finger Puppets, c. 1986
Papier-mâché

Collection of Clifford Ross

Gorey loved theater both personally and professionally. In 
the mid-1980s, he explored sculpting with papier-mâché 
and created these rounded heads, which he later turned 
into hand puppets. For many years he continued to make 
these fragile, expressionless, delicate puppets in plaster and 
clay, continually adding costumes and props for various 
performances. These playful objects fused Gorey’s love of 
fantastic creatures with the stage. When Gorey moved from 
New York City to Cape Cod full time, he became involved 
with local theater, including puppet theater. 



Glen Baxter
English, born 1944

Today Was No Exception, 1976
Pen and ink and colored pencil on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.23

In Today Was No Exception, a cavernous tunnel 
leads to nowhere. The image is ambiguous, 
and one hopes the text below might offer 
some explanation; however, the text creates 
more questions than it answers. When asked 
to explain this drawing, Baxter replied, “I 
want the viewer to make up their own mind.”

Many of Gorey’s stories possess a similar air of 
mystery and use text to impart humor or irony. 
Gorey and Baxter met on multiple occasions 
at the Gotham Book Mart, a cultural haven in 
New York City, where both artists exhibited 
their work. 



Glen Baxter
English, born 1944

The Desecration of the 
Tennis Courts Has Produced a 
Very Difficult Situation, 1976
Pen and ink and colored pencil on paper

Untitled, 1976
Pen and ink on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.22, 24

Baxter’s curious use of language emerges from 
his artistic interest in wordplay, the absurd, and 
the impact of a childhood speech impediment. 
As a child, Baxter suffered from a stammer 
which made pronouncing words difficult. This 
condition required him to concentrate more 
intently on the sounds of words and their 
appearance on a page. Decades later, he went 
on to create artwork that relies heavily upon 
word choice and a playful—and frequently 
disjointed—pairing of text with imagery 
intended to puzzle the viewer.



Donald Evans
American, 1945–1977

Domino, 1974
Watercolor and collage on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.42

Evans’s small-scale works appealed to 
Gorey’s interest in the absurd, carefully 
handcrafted details, and wordplay—in 
English and in French.

Evans created forty-two fictional countries 
and hand-made postage stamps for each locale. 
The stamps for the country “Domino” include 
puns using French words and phrases. The 
words Etat Domino, for instance, literally mean 

“Domino State,” and the circular postmark 
reads Boisivoires (translation: Ivorywoods—
an allusion to Evans’s own ebony and ivory 
domino set). The invented worlds resemble 
fictional places in Gorey’s stories like Something 
Awful, West Elbow, and Stovepipe City.



Stephen Crest [Edward Gorey]

Personnes Élevées, 1946
Watercolor and pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Little is known about the context for 
this early drawing by Gorey. The date 
coincides with his first year at the then 
all-male Harvard College, where he 
studied French Literature. The drawing’s 
French title translates to “Elevated People.” 
The oddly shaped figures, limited use of 
color, and densely cross-hatched ink lines 
are characteristic of his later work. 

The piece is signed “Stephen Crest,” a 
pseudonym. Gorey created many alternate 
identities as an author; later in his career, 
he used anagrams, made by rearranging 
the letters of “Edward” and “Gorey.” He 
published under names such as Ogdred 
Weary, Raddory Gewe, E.G. Deadworry, 
and Mrs. Regera Dowdy. 



Edward Gorey

Cover design for 
“The Harvard Advocate,” 1950

Offset lithography on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

In college, Gorey completed cover designs 
and illustrations for campus publications such 
as The Harvard Advocate. This composition 
contains one of the earliest appearances of the 
figure Gorey would later name Mr. Earbrass in 
his first book The Unstrung Harp (1953).

Gorey also hand-drew every letter of every 
word on the cover. He treated typography, 
which is the style and arrangement of text, 
as an art. This skill became far easier with 
the advent of computers. Some degree of 
automation in graphic design was available 
during Gorey’s lifetime, yet he preferred to 
render these components by hand for nearly 
fifty years.



Edward Gorey

Announcement for 
The Poets’ Theatre, 1952
Offset lithography on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

At Harvard, Gorey was able to pursue his 
interest in art, literature, and theater. His 
offbeat look and sense of humor led him to 
co-found The Poets’ Theatre, a progressive, 
counterculture group in Cambridge 
comprised mostly of Harvard students. This 
experience nurtured his artistic voice and 
unique view of the world. Gorey designed 
sets and promotional posters, such as this 
one, for their experimental plays and dramas. 
Many of Gorey’s theater friends also went on 
to have celebrated careers in their fields. This 
included the artist Frank O’Hara (Gorey’s 
one-time roommate), the writer Allison 
Lurie (then at the women’s college Radcliffe 
College), and the poet John Ashbery.  



Edward Gorey

Cover art for 
“The Unstrung Harp,” c. 1953

Pen and ink on paper

Illustration for 
“The Unstrung Harp,” 1953

Pen and ink on heavy card 

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

The Unstrung Harp: or, Mr. Earbrass Writes 
a Novel was Gorey’s first book and the most 
autobiographical. The plot follows an author 
struggling with the creative process, echoing 
Gorey’s anxiety about being a writer. The book 
was praised by critics and effectively launched 
Gorey’s career. 

In his preliminary design for the front and 
back covers, Gorey introduces the flat-headed, 
long-nosed figure Mr. Earbrass—who is 
attempting to play a harp without strings—
and two nearly identical figures, Mr. Gorey 
and a friend. The Gorey character was based 
on his collection of fur coats. In his later 
books, various fur-coated figures reappear as 
symbolic stand-ins for the author.
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Clifford Ross
American, born 1952

Edward Gorey Performing 
Ballet, on Walkway Above 
Cranberry Bog, Yarmouth Port, 
MA, 1997
Video mp4; run time 1 minute, 30 seconds

Images courtesy of the artist

Among friends, Gorey’s mood might ebb and 
flow without warning from quiet and stoic to 
animated and playful. Such was the case one 
winter day when Clifford Ross visited Gorey 
at his home on Cape Cod. This slideshow 
presents a selection of portraits taken by Ross 
from a never-before-seen photographic series. 

Before the camera lens, Gorey’s outsized 
enthusiasm for the ballet emerged. Frame by 
frame, Gorey imitated poses and movements 
inspired by his vast knowledge of the New 
York City Ballet. In the last frame, Gorey 
turns and walks away, as if to suggest nothing 
ever happened.



Clifford Ross
American, born 1952

Edward Gorey Performing 
Ballet, on Walkway Above 
Cranberry Bog, Yarmouth Port, 
MA, 1997
Video mp4; run time 1 minute, 30 seconds

Images courtesy of the artist

Among friends, Gorey’s mood might ebb and 
flow without warning from quiet and stoic to 
animated and playful. Such was the case one 
winter day when Clifford Ross visited Gorey 
at his home on Cape Cod. This slideshow 
presents a selection of portraits taken by Ross 
from a never-before-seen photographic series. 

Before the camera lens, Gorey’s outsized 
enthusiasm for the ballet emerged. Frame by 
frame, Gorey imitated poses and movements 
inspired by his vast knowledge of the New 
York City Ballet. In the last frame, Gorey 
turns and walks away, as if to suggest nothing 
ever happened.
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Edward Gorey

Invitation to celebrate the 
publication of Allegra Kent’s 

“Water Beauty Book,” 1977
Offset lithograph on paper

Archives, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

Allegra Kent is an American ballerina who 
danced for the New York City Ballet (NYCB) 
for over thirty years. Knowing Edward Gorey’s 
love of the NYCB, Kent called the author out 
of the blue and asked him to illustrate her 
book on water exercises. He then went on to 
make this clever invitation of Kent, elegant 
and weightless, performing with a frog. Kent 
and Gorey became friends and corresponded 
regularly until Gorey’s death in 2000.



Edward Gorey

Preliminary cover design for 
“The Lavender Leotard: or, 
Going a Lot to the New York 
City Ballet,” 1973 
Pen and ink on paper, mounted on board

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey

Illustrations (27 of 29) from 
“The Lavender Leotard: or, 
Going a Lot to the New York 
City Ballet,” 1973
Photographic reproductions 

Images © The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey went to the New York City Ballet so 
much that he admitted he was “addicted.” He 
was inspired by the masterful choreography of 
George Balanchine and never tired of seeing 
Balanchine’s work. To commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the NYCB, Gorey published The 
Lavender Leotard, a book in which children, not 
adults, perform well-known ballets. In the text 
and illustrations, Gorey referenced specific 
Balanchine productions using insider lingo. 

Ballet dancers tell stories without words, 
instead using their body language to bring 
characters and emotions to life. Many of 
Gorey’s illustrated characters are inspired 
by the ballet. As they move through the 
stories, their arms are outstretched, their 
steps are expressive, and their lithe bodies 
are dancer-like.



The Two B’s: 
Ballet and Balanchine

The ballet was a significant part of Gorey’s artistic inspiration 
and the reason for his decision to leave his personal art 
collection to the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art. In 
1934, the museum’s director A. Everett “Chick” Austin Jr. and 
his Harvard classmate Lincoln Kirstein (a dance impresario) 
tried to establish a school for ballet in Hartford. They invited 
the choreographer George Balanchine to lead this effort. 
Within days of his arrival, Balanchine found the city too 
small for his creative vision. He and Kirstein redirected their 
energies to New York City, where they established the School 
of American Ballet (SAB) in 1934 and the New York City 
Ballet (NYCB) in 1948.



Edward Gorey

“Now we lose one another 
hopelessly among eight 
members of the corps.” 
Illustration for The Lavender Leotard: 
or, Going a Lot to the New York City Ballet, 1973

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust
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Edward Gorey

“I thought we’d break him 
in on Swan-Lake-Firebird-
Afternoon-of-a-Faun-and 
Western-Symphony.”
Illustration for The Lavender Leotard: 
or, Going a Lot to the New York City Ballet, 1973

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust
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Edward Gorey

“There are photographs of 
George and Lincoln in the 
brooches on their bodices.”
Illustration for The Lavender Leotard: or, 
Going a Lot to the New York City Ballet, 1973

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

George Balanchine and Lincoln Kirstein were the co-founders 
of the New York City Ballet. Both individuals spent time at the 
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art in the 1930s when its 
director, Chick Austin, presented cutting edge performances 
and exhibitions to great acclaim. Austin also acquired for the 
museum a famous collection of costumes and costume designs 
from the Ballets Russes. Like Gorey’s bequest years later, 
Balanchine and Kirstein also gave artworks from their personal 
collections to the museum in recognition of its long history 
with the ballet.



Edward Gorey

“You’ve given me the wrong one.”
Illustration for The Lavender Leotard: 
or, Going a Lot to the New York City Ballet, 1973

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey

The Lavender Leotard: 
or, Going a Lot to the 
New York City Ballet
New York: Ballet Review, 2007

Auerbach Library, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art



Unidentified Artist

Study of a Skeleton—Front View
Engraving on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.36

Unidentified Artist

Study of a Skeleton—Rear View 
Engraving on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.37

Gorey collected many images of skeletons 
as well as skulls. He owned two anatomical 
engravings of a skeleton whose posture seems 
remarkably “alive.” Many of Gorey’s female 
characters strike a similarly expressive pose 
in his illustrations, with one arm outstretched 
and wrist slightly angled downward.



Unidentified Artist, 
after Currier and Ives

Life and Death, c. 1885
Chromolithograph on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.41

This picture gives an illusion of two different 
images—one representing life and one 
representing death—depending on your 
perspective. Do you see two children? Or do 
you see a skull? The image dates to the late 
nineteenth century when life expectancy was 
lower, especially for children, which led to a 
preoccupation with dying. 

Gorey’s darker tales are about death. In his 
alphabet book The Gashlycrumb Tinies, each 
letter represents a child or “tiny” who meets 
an untimely end. The first line famously 
begins, “A is for Amy who fell down the stairs.”

Edward Gorey, Cover of 
“The Gashlycrumb Tinies: 
or, After the Outing,” 
1963. The Edward Gorey 
Charitable Trust.



Charles Ephraim Burchfield
American, 1893–1967

Study of Bats in Flight, 
c. 1954–63
Conté crayon on wove paper mounted on cardboard

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.34

Within months of the Dracula premiere, 
Gorey acquired this drawing by his favorite 
American artist, Charles Burchfield. He spent 
nearly ten times more on it than his typical 
art purchases. Burchfield’s drawing echoes 
Gorey’s set designs in which bats infiltrate 
the scene: the clouds, the railings, and the 
creatures scaling the curtains. 

The two bats at the center of the page have 
expressive faces that give them an oddly 
human expression. They reflected Gorey’s 
compassion for animals, especially bats. In 
his will, Gorey established a charitable trust 
whose sole purpose was to support various 
animal welfare groups, including the Bat 
Conservation International in Austin, Texas.



Charles Ephraim Burchfield
American, 1893–1967

Nature’s Mystic Spiral, 1916
Watercolor and graphite on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.32

In Nature’s Mystic Spiral, a radiating orb with 
hazy, hypnotic rings hovers above a mysterious 
shape. Burchfield’s journals regularly described 
his unusual sensory reactions to trees, birds, 
and clouds. He wrote that it sometimes 
bordered on hallucination. This condition 
allowed him to transform his experiences with 
nature into abstract imagery. Gorey admired 
what he called Burchfield’s “pulsating nature.”



Charles Ephraim Burchfield
American, 1893–1967

Old Inn at Ohio, 1918
Charcoal on paper

September Mood, 1947
Conté crayon and ink on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.33, 35

Gorey liked the “ghostliness” of Burchfield’s 
landscapes. Set in a desolate place, the 
flame-like shapes emerging from the house 
in September Mood create an ominous 
atmosphere. 



Edward Gorey 

“Dracula” poster, 1977
Offset lithograph on paper

Collection of Russell Lehrer



Edward Gorey

“When they answered the bell 
on that wild winter night, / 
There was no one expected — 
and no one in sight.” 
Illustration for The Doubtful Guest, 1957

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey

“It would carry off objects 
of which it grew fond, / 
And protect them by dropping 
them into the pond.”
Illustration for The Doubtful Guest, 1957

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey

“It came seventeen years ago — 
and to this day / It has shown 
no intention of going away.” 
Illustration for The Doubtful Guest, 1957

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey

The Doubtful Guest 
Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1957

First edition

Collection of Clare C. Edwards



Edward Gorey

The Doubtful Guest 
Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1957

First edition

Collection of Clare C. Edwards



Edward Gorey

The Doubtful Guest 
New York: Peter Weed Books, 1986

Collection of Richard Marker and Grant Smith



Edward Gorey

Drawing for cover of 
“The New Yorker,” 
December 21, 1992 
Watercolor and pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey made illustrations for many widely-
circulated publications, including TV Guide, 
Playboy, and The New Yorker. Pictured here is 
a family attempting to trim their Christmas 
tree with wrapping paper, a preposterous 
task. Gorey’s image implies decorating for the 
holidays is tedious and perhaps we should 
take a cue from the family cat, who hides on 
a nearby armchair. 
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Harry Benson
Scottish, born 1929

Edward Gorey at Henri Bendel’s 
The Leg Shop, New York City, 
1978
Gelatin silver print

Collection of the artist 

Gorey was hired to design the window 
displays for Henri Bendel’s, an upscale 
women’s department store in New York City. 
This photograph was taken behind the scenes, 
when Gorey popped into one of Bendel’s 
specialty boutiques devoted to women’s 
hosiery. Benson’s camera lens caught the 
strangeness of Gorey holding a mannequin 
arm—whose hand gestures towards his head—
juxtaposed with the text on the wall.



George Booth
American, born 1926

Study of Six Dogs, c. 1980
Pen and ink on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.30

For more than four decades, Booth has made 
cartoons for The New Yorker. He uses animals 
in his work as visual commentary on the 
human comedy. Booth once explained, “You 
can look at a dog or cat and know they’re 
thinking the same thing as a person.” As seen 
here, Booth’s dogs take on human qualities 
through different poses and expressions. 



Unidentified Artist

Dragon 
Engraving on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.69

In a letter to a friend, Gorey said that this 
engraving of a dragon was one of his favorite 
pieces. He did not elaborate as to why, but 
he likely admired the creature’s bizarre 
appearance. Though Gorey called it a dragon, 
the animal more closely resembles a water 
serpent; this beast has only two front claws 
while dragons are usually depicted with four.
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Glen Baxter
English, born 1944

The Fourteen, 1977
Pen and ink and colored pencil on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.25

Gorey owned many works by Baxter, a fellow 
artist who creates visual puzzles by pairing 
images with strange texts. In this drawing, the 
only text is the two-word title that the artist 
wrote on the back of the paper. As usual for 
Baxter’s work, the words offer no explanation 
of the subject matter.

Instead, mystery abounds in this strange 
landscape with oddly shaped trees and bushes. 
In the foreground, a figure appears in a 
clearing. She is surrounded by shrubs whose 
pear-like silhouettes resemble people. These 
plants seem to be looking at her while she 
studies what appears to be a blank page.



Albert York
American, 1928–2009

Landscape with Red Roses in a 
Glass Goblet, 1985
Oil on panel

Collection of Nina Nielsen and John Baker

Dandelions in a Blue Tin, 1982
Oil on panel

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.73

Gorey admired the work of Albert York. Over 
time, he acquired eight pictures—four of which 
are on view in this exhibition. While many of 
the works Gorey collected were made in a style 
similar to his pen and ink drawings, York’s 
painterly brushstrokes were very different. 
York’s work resonated with Gorey in other 
ways. Perhaps it was his approach to ordinary 
subjects that was appealing, or the fact that 
his still lifes and landscapes were simple and 
realistic, yet full of mystery. York’s use of muted 
colors reinforces their subtlety.



Edward Gorey

Draft of illustration descriptions 
for “The Prune People II,” 
1982–1984
Pen and ink and graphite on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey dedicated The Prune People II (1985), 
a sequel to his 1983 textless book featuring 
prune-headed figures, to the artist Albert York. 
Gorey began preparing notes for the book 
on November 6, 1982, as noted in the upper 
right corner. This was just weeks after Gorey 
saw York’s fall exhibition in New York City. It 
is possible that the eloquent silence of York’s 
paintings inspired Gorey’s textless story.

Gorey typically wrote text descriptions before 
sketching the illustrations. This page records 
his fourteen character types, such as: “5/ two 
men dancing a tango in tails”, pictured below.

Edward Gorey, 
Illustration in The Prune 
People II. Columbia 
University Rare Rook 
and Manuscript Library, 
Alpern Collection.



Edward Gorey

Draft of illustration 
descriptions for 

“The Prune People II,” 
1982–1984
Pen and ink and graphite on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust

Gorey dedicated The Prune People II (1985), a sequel to his 
1983 textless book featuring prune-headed figures, to the 
artist Albert York. Gorey began preparing notes for the book 
on November 6, 1982, as noted in the upper right corner. 
This was just weeks after Gorey saw York’s fall exhibition 
in New York City. It is possible that the eloquent silence of 
York’s paintings inspired Gorey’s textless story.

Gorey typically wrote text descriptions before sketching the 
illustrations. This page records his fourteen character types, 
such as: “5 / two men dancing a tango in tails”, pictured at left.

Edward Gorey, 
Illustration in The Prune 
People II. Columbia 
University Rare Rook 
and Manuscript Library, 
Alpern Collection.



Edward Gorey

The Prune People II
New York: Albondocani Press, 1985

Collection of Roy and Cecily Langdale Davis



Clifford Ross
American, born 1952

Storm Over Georgica Cove 
[East Hampton, New York], 
1983
Oil on board

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.64

During a visit to Ross’s studio in the mid-
1980s, Gorey selected this landscape of a 
storm-filled sky over Long Island for his own 
collection. Ross considers his comparatively 
free and loose brushstrokes to be the 
antithesis of Gorey’s meticulous inked 
drawings, but dark at the same time. With 
its violent, unsettled sky, Ross’s painting 
of nature in flux is akin to the threatening 
atmosphere of many Gorey stories. 



Clifford Ross
American, born 1952

Edward Gorey at Home, 1997

Edward Gorey at Home 
[in Mirror], 1997
Archival pigment prints on paper

Collection of Clifford Ross

In this view of Gorey through a window, his 
likeness is broken up into pieces. His head 
floats weightlessly, as if detached from his body, 
while the double image of his torso creates 
further confusion. This becomes a symbolic 
portrait. We may doubt what we see but it 
is impossible to deny. Similarly, in Gorey’s 
narratives and illustrations, the implausible is 
made real through his text and imagery.



Edward Gorey

Cover design for 
“Haunted America: 
Star-Spangled Supernatural 
Short Stories,” 1990
Watercolor, pen and ink, and graphite on paper

American Paintings and Drawings Purchase Fund, 2015.4.1

For almost five decades, Gorey designed dust 
jackets for more than two hundred paperback 
and hardcover books. The artistic direction of 
these commercial projects was largely dictated 
to him by an editor. For example, he may have 
been directed to use a red, white, and blue 
palette to symbolize this book’s patriotic title: 
Haunted America. 

Yet Gorey’s artful covers still show elements 
of his unique aesthetic and taste for the 
peculiar. For unknown reasons, he inserted an 
oversized hand with its pointer finger aimed 
at the sky. The publisher ultimately removed 
this enigmatic element from the final design. 



Albert York
American, 1928–2009

Four Dogs, 1977
Oil on paper, mounted on Masonite

Collection of Roy and Cecily Langdale Davis

Brown Cow in a 
Wooded Landscape, 1984
Oil on panel

Collection of Nina Nielsen and John Baker

While Gorey often invented creatures or 
detailed absurd events in his narratives, 
Albert York focused on the mysterious or 
peculiar qualities of everyday life.



Félix Vallotton 
Swiss, 1865–1925

La Jungfrau (The Jungfrau), 
1892
Woodcut on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.70



Edward Gorey

The Wuggly Ump
New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1963

First edition

Collection of Clare C. Edwards

Gorey invented creatures with strange names like the Ampoo, 
Figbash, Humglum, Twibbit, and Wuggly Ump, which is the 
title character of this book. Gorey’s use of nonsense names 
was partly inspired by nonsense literature. This style of 
writing was invented by Gorey’s literary idols: nineteenth-
century authors Edward Lear and Lewis Carroll. Lear and 
Carroll both wrote stories using playful, invented words. 
Many of Gorey’s stories also retain the sing-song musicality of 
Lear and Carroll’s rhyming texts.  
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Edward Lear with 
illustrations by Edward Gorey

The Dong with a Luminous Nose
New York: Young Scott Books, 1969

First edition

Collection of Clare C. Edwards



Art books by Edward Gorey

Mélange Funeste 
(The Dreadful Mixture)
New York: Gotham Book Mart, 1981

The Eclectic Abecedarium
Boston: Anne & David Bromer, 1989

Q.R.V.
Boston: Anne & David Bromer, 1983

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust
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James Thurber
American, 1894–1961

Drawing for “The New Yorker,” 
“They’re going to put you away 
if you don’t quit acting like this.” 
November 9, 1940
Ink on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.67



Pair of decorative shoes, 
owned by Edward Gorey
Metal

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Jewelry and pocket knife 
owned by Edward Gorey
The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Coat, c. 1970
Natural lynx

Collection of Clifford Ross

Throughout the 1960s and 70s, Gorey amassed 
a collection of fur coats, including this one. 
Standing six feet four inches tall, Gorey 
made quite the fashion statement with his 
distinctive ensemble, even in cosmopolitan 
New York City.

Underneath these luxurious coats made 
of ranch mink or sheared beaver, the rest 
of his outfit was comparatively ordinary: a 
crewneck sweater, blue jeans, and white high-
top sneakers. Much like his taste in art and 
culture, Gorey’s personal style was a blend of 
ordinary and unusual.

Bruce Chernin, Edward Gorey 
at the New York City Ballet, 
1973. Gelatin silver print. 
Columbia University Rare 
Book and Manuscript Library, 
Alpern Collection



Coat, c. 1970
Yellow-dyed coyote

Collection of Clifford Ross 

After years of wearing coats like this one, 
Gorey suddenly stopped wearing animal fur. 
It is unclear what prompted this change of 
heart, but it coincided with his move from 
New York City to Cape Cod. From the 1980s 
onward, his philosophy was to respect all 
living beings, regardless of their size, shape, 
or purpose. Gorey’s friends recall the time he 
permitted a family of raccoons to reside in 
his attic to avoid displacing them. In his will, 
he established The Edward Gorey Charitable 
Trust to support animal welfare agencies even 
after his death. 



James A. Edwards
American, born 1958

Gorey Collected, Pictures from 
Edward Gorey’s Cabinet of 
Curiosities, 2018
Photographs & Video mp4 file; 
run time 10 minutes, 2 seconds

Access courtesy of The Edward Gorey House

Musical Selections by ‘Moondog,’ 
aka Louis Thomas Hardin, American, 1916–1999

Courtesy of Concord Music and *the Estate of Louis Hardin

Selections in order of which they occur:

1. In Vienna * 
2. Autumn 
3. Up Broadway 
4. Improvisation



Charles Meryon
French, 1821–1868

Le Petit Pont, Paris, 1858
Etching on paper

Tourelle de la Rue de la 
Tixéranderie, Paris, 1852
Etching on paper

Saint-Étienne-du-Mont, 
Paris, 1852
Etching on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.57, 56, 55

Gorey’s deep admiration for French art and 
culture is revealed by his extensive collection 
of views of France. He owned numerous 
prints by Meryon, such as the three seen here, 
who depicted the quaint streets of Paris and 
its notable landmarks using densely cross-
hatched lines. In addition to their technical 
appeal, these moodier depictions of Paris 
piqued Gorey’s interest.



Edward Gorey

“The natives, afterwards, took 
fright / When she was seen, off 
shore, at night.”
Illustration for The Tuning Fork, drawn in 1966, 
first separate edition published 1990

Pen and ink on paper

The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Edward Gorey
Music composed by Normand Roger

Opening sequence for 
“Mystery!,” 2003–7
Video; run time 45 seconds

Courtesy MASTERPIECE/WGBH Boston

Gorey’s distinctive illustration style reached a 
wider audience with the 1980 debut of Mystery!, 
a television series dedicated to classic and 
contemporary British crime dramas. Gorey 
made the animated opening and closing 
sequences which still air today. 



Edward Lear
English, 1812–1888

Hagar and Silsilis, Egypt, 1856
Watercolor and graphite on paper

Bequest of Edward Gorey, 2001.13.51

Like Edward Gorey, Edward Lear was 
multitalented. Lear is perhaps best known as 
an author who popularized literary nonsense 
in poetry and prose, although he was also 
an illustrator. Gorey was given this drawing 
by Andreas Brown, his friend and longtime 
supporter. Brown knew that Lear was one of 
Gorey’s creative idols. 



Edward Gorey

Preliminary sketches and notes 
for “The Blue Aspic,” 1968
The Edward Gorey Charitable Trust



Playbill and tickets for 
“Dracula” on Broadway, 
1977–78
Collection of Russell Lehrer
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